NFO Recession Holding Action - ‘Temporarily’

Barnett is expected to delay the layoff while the aid agency is running back to Washington for a new assistance package.

SUI Explorer Space Packet Fired Aloft

The U.S. space program has successfully tested a new type of radio relay satellite, the SUI Explorer Space Packet, which was fired into orbit.

Town Women Make Attempt To Reorganize

A number of SUI Town women took this past weekend to attempt to organize themselves and to seek redress of their grievances.

Town Women Organization, which has not yet had a chance to operate, is composed of local women who have met the requirements of the state organization.

The organization's purpose is to improve the social and economic conditions of local women and to promote the physical fitness of local women.

Town government has been unable to act in the matter because the town council has not yet had a chance to consider the matter.

Planning Board

The planning board of New Orleans, which was formed to study and make recommendations on various matters, has been active in recent months.

The board has met several times and has made several recommendations to the city council.

The board has recommended that the city council approve the construction of a new city hall and a new public library.

The board has also recommended that the city council adopt a new zoning ordinance and authorize the city manager to enter into contracts with private contractors for the construction of public works.

The board has also recommended that the city council authorize the city manager to enter into contracts with private contractors for the construction of public works.

The board has also recommended that the city council authorize the city manager to enter into contracts with private contractors for the construction of public works.

The board has also recommended that the city council authorize the city manager to enter into contracts with private contractors for the construction of public works.
French Have New Look In Movies

By JOHN CROSBY

TheSFAX
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24 Beauties Vie
To Be SUI Queen

Twenty-four candidates for Miss SUI, the SUI Homecoming Queen, were announced at 1 PM today. They will be chosen from among homecoming activities from the candidates, their resumes and a panel interview. The winners will be announced Saturday night in the Union. The homecoming activities will be held following the football game against Drake this weekend.

Family Dance

The SUI Student Council will open its 1962-63 season October 14th with the Family Dance. The dance will be held in the Unitarian Hall. It will feature a live band and will be open to all students.

Screen Lovey Dies

NEW YORK — Actor Frank Lovey, known for his roles in the Broadway hit "Y actin' Up," appeared with the New York City Opera Company in their production of "The automobile褶 with "The Wizard of Oz." His death was announced today.

Janet Travell Will Speak Here Friday

Dr. Janet Travell, personal physician to many famous people, will be one of the four guest speakers at the University Union Friday and the following programs. Travell will speak at 10:30 in the Union Ballroom.

Men's	SWEATERS

Shades of Beige, Beige, Melon, Beige, Green, Melon, Black, Green, Black, and Suede. Sizes M, L, and XL. Price: $5.00 - $7.00.

Men's	TRENCH COATS

Weather King treated raincoat in all woods and blends, and wool blends. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Price: $20.00 - $40.00.

Men's	SPORTSHIRTS

Imaginative custom-made tailored leisure fabrics at the utmost of price. Colors: Navy, Blue, Maroon, Olive, White, and Black. Sizes 40 to 42. Price: $3.00 - $9.00.

Women's	BOUCLES

Featuring tailored, draped, and fitted boucle suits with the ever-popular solids and prices. Tailored to suit. Sizes 10 to 20. Price: $5.00 - $30.00.

Women's	TAPED SKIRTS & PANTS

Shades of Beige, Beige, Melon, Beige, Green, Melon, Black, Green, Black, and Suede. Sizes M, L, XL. Price: $5.00 - $7.00.

Delta Gamma Wins Trophy For 4th Year

Delta Gamma, known for its affiliation with the Psi Upsilon Fraternity, has won the Woman's Intramural Trophy for the fourth consecutive year. This is the fourth time that Delta Gamma has won the trophy in the past four years.

Plan Teaching Politics
In Secondary Schools

Suggested topics have been developed to improve the teaching of politics in the secondary schools of Iowa. The suggested topics include the political process, the roles of the federal and state governments, and the role of the individual in politics. The suggestions will be presented in a series of workshops to be held by the Iowa Educational Association.
Giants-L.A. Play for N.L. Flag Today

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Sandy Koufax's dagger strike fly in the last of the ninth kept the Los Angeles Dodgers alive Tuesday with an 8-7 victory over the Atlanta Braves at<br>Los Angeles Coliseum in Game 4 of the National League playoff series. The win evened the series at 2-2 going into Game 5 at Atlanta Thursday.

There are the happy Los Angeles Dodgers breaking the playing field open during their practice Tuesday afternoon at Atlanta. 8/1/1961. Identifiable men are Wally Moon, left, catcher; Ken McMullen (44), Andy Carey (33), Manager Walt Alston (5) and Coach Pete Reiser (DP).

BURNS SAYS —

**Drills In Rain Good For Team**

San Francisco (AP) — Manager Leo Durocher brought his New York Mets into the Polo Grounds for the first time in a year Thursday but had only a small squad turned out. He had his practice in the rain anyway.

Durocher's first squad Thursday included his 1960 regulars. After the regulars were through with their practice, Durocher put his backup men through the wringer. They worked through the rain on a schedule similar to the regulars.

Please comment on the situation of the Mets. I don't have anything specific to say.

The answer is: One Hamburger, One Frankfurter

**FROSTY In StoN**

In the dark andpouring rain, the San Francisco Giants' winning streak ended at 28 games. The Giants, led by John Gunther, scored four runs in the top of the ninth inning to win 4-3 over the New York Mets at Candlestick Park. The Giants' win breaks the Mets' streak of 28 straight victories, the longest in the National League this season.

For more information, please visit the official baseball websites of the San Francisco Giants and the New York Mets.
Says Underworld Linked with Liston
New York AP - A New York police official testified Tuesday he has evidence that 1960 heavyweight champion Floyd Patterson was involved in underworld activities.

The official said Patterson was present in a meeting in the home of Joe Louis on Oct. 30, 1960. Patterson also was present at another meeting at the home of boxer Sugar Ray Robinson on May 11, 1960.

The official added that Patterson, who has been involved in underworld activities in the past, was seen with a man named Paret, who has been identified as a top aide to South American communist leaders.
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After the Rioting in Oxford...

The football squad of the University of Mississippi works out on the campus of Oxford Tuesday as Army specialists observed. By the day's end and into the night the area was secured following student riots over the appointment of a Negro. The Rebels are scheduled to play Houston this weekend.

At the Memopolls With Bill Germany

As local enthusiasm at the University of Mississippi, a four-story dormitory building was burned by a mob of students in protest against the appointment of a Negro, the riot ended with the arrest of more than 200 students.

As the rioting continued, the campus was secured by military and national guardsmen. By Wednesday morning, the campus was back in session.

Add Theme To SIU's Homecoming

A theme has been added to this year's SIU Reunion festivities. Known internationally, Dr. A. R. Jones, from the United States Marine Corps, will be the theme speaker. The theme, "Through the Gates," will be the keynote address of the Homecoming festivities.

SUI Eye Pledges Give Sight to Thousands

Many people's vision problems have been corrected through the SUI Eye Bank program. The program is funded by the national Eye Bank, which in turn, is funded by the SIU Eye Bank. The program has corrected the vision of thousands of people.

Distinguished Anatomist on SUI Faculty

A distinguished anatomist from the United States will be joining the SUI faculty. Dr. A. R. Jones, known internationally, will be joining the SUI faculty. Dr. A. R. Jones, known internationally, will be joining the SUI faculty.

Social Security Quotations Answered

Effective this Thursday and each Thursday thereafter, a representative of the Social Security Administration will be available for a personal interview between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.

NEW!...EXCITING

Shu-Makup. COMER'S GIFT SHOP
13 S. Dubuque St. Phone 338-8873
Students Call Tour "Rewarding Experience"

By Bill Phireme

"One of the most rewarding ex-
periences offered by [name of organ-
ization] was the trip to [location]. We were able to see how [organization] works in the real world and how it is able to influence and shape the future of [field]. The trip was organized and led by [name and title of leader] and included visits to [specific sites or activities]."

SUI Travelers

Prof. John J. Hartzell, or for left, advisor to SUI's AIESEC chapter with tour of the San Francisco Bay area.

Russ Schrage, LRS, Victoria AIESEC will hold its first meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at University Hall.

-Photo by Bill Phireme

At the Movies

With Bill Grimstod

As I read the film reviews in the weekly movie police, I am always amazed at the diversity of opinions expressed. While some critics are enthusiastic about a film, others are critical. It seems that every film has its fans and haters. It is interesting to see how different people can interpret the same movie in vastly different ways.
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"The best way to see the film is by taking a trip to the campus theater."
Science at Work

School of Science and Technology

High-speed data processing requires much power. The field that was once at the forefront of computing—mainframe computers—has not seen much growth in recent years.

The first high-speed computer, built in the 1940s, was the ENIAC. It was capable of performing 5,000 operations per second. However, modern supercomputers can perform billions of operations per second.

The ENIAC was designed to handle the complex calculations required for the Manhattan Project. It was used to simulate the behavior of the atomic bomb and to compute the trajectories of artillery shells.

In the 1960s, computers began to be used for a variety of applications, including scientific research. The first supercomputer, the Cyber 70, was built in 1964. It was capable of performing 1,000,000 operations per second.

Today, supercomputers are used in a wide range of fields, including physics, chemistry, biology, and engineering. They are used to simulate complex systems and to solve problems that are too difficult to solve using traditional methods.

SUI Computers Responsible

J. Linewidth of the line

The College Outline Series

BARNES AND NOBLE PUBLISHING CO.

The College Outline Series is designed to aid you in your studies by offering a concise and complete series of college textbooks. Many books in The College Outline Series are priced under $10.00. Don’t wait until Finals to start studying. Get the SUI on your studies with The College Outline Series.

Iowa, Book and Supply Co.

SUI Computers Responsible For Quiet, Profound Change

Map instructions

Each project which involves the use of maps is due on the day the instructor assigns it. The student must use the original instruction sheet and the project must be submitted by the instructor.

Tips on Grades For New Students

The key to getting good grades is to study hard. This means attending class, participating in discussions, and completing assignments on time.

There are several ways to study effectively. One way is to make a study schedule and stick to it. Another way is to create flashcards for important concepts.

When it comes to taking tests, it’s important to read the questions carefully and to answer them completely. It’s also important to review your notes before taking a test.

Getting the SUI

The SUI is a useful tool for students who want to learn about computers.

The SUI is a small device that can be used to perform basic calculations.

The SUI can be used to:

- Add numbers
- Subtract numbers
- Multiply numbers
- Divide numbers
- Calculate percentages

The SUI is easy to use. Simply enter the numbers you want to calculate and then press the appropriate button.

Creating an SUI

To create an SUI, follow these steps:

1. Open the SUI application on your computer.
2. Enter the numbers you want to calculate.
3. Select the operation you want to perform (add, subtract, multiply, divide, or calculate percentage).
4. Press the enter button to see the result.

Conclusions

The development of the SUI is a significant achievement in the field of computer science.

The SUI is a simple yet powerful tool that can be used to perform basic calculations. It is easy to use and can be used in a variety of settings.
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